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Description

The present invention relates to analytical methods

based upon the observation of the migration of particles

in response to an electric field.

By way of background, particles can be manipu-

lated by subjecting them to travelling electric fields.

Such travelling fields are produced by applying appro-

priate voltages to microelectrode arrays of suitable

design. The microelectrodes have the geometrical form

of parallel bars, which may be interrupted by spaces to

form channels, as shown in figure 1 and may be fabri-

cated using standard metal sputtering and photolitho-

graphic techniques as described by Price, Burt and

Pethig, Biochemica et Biophysica, Vol.964, pp.221 -230.

Travelling electric fields are generated by applying volt-

ages of suitable frequency and phases to the electrodes

as described in a paper, title "Separation of small parti-

cles suspended in liquid by nonuniform travelling field",

by Masuda, Washizu and Iwadare, IEEE Transactions

on Industry Applications, Vol.lA-23, pp.474-480. Mas-

uda and his coworkers describe how a series of parallel

electrodes (with no channels) supporting a travelling

electric field can, in principle, be used to separate parti-

cles according to their electrical charge and size

(weight). Masuda et al have not however described a

practical demonstration of such a particle separation

method.

In a paper entitled Travelling-wave dielectrophore-

sis of micropartides" by Hagedorn, Fuhr, Muller and

Gimsa (Electrophoresis, Vol.13, pp.49-54) a method is

shown for moving dielectric particles, like living cells

and artificial objects of microscope dimensions, over

microelectrode structures and in channels bounded by

the electrodes. The travelling field was generated by

applying voltages of the same frequency to each elec-

trode, with a 90° phase shift between neighbouring

electrodes.

In "Electrokinetic behaviour of colloidal particles in

travelling electric fields: Studies using Yeast cells" by Y
Huang, X-B Wang and R Pethig J. Phys. D. Appl. Phys.

26 1993 1528-1535, an analysis supported by experi-

ment is made of the "travelling-wave ^electrophoresis"

(TWD) effect described by Hagedorn et al (paper cited

above). The phenomenological equation

M=--^-^ 2(0)/m[%;, G ;)]

is developed by Huang et al, to show that the TWD
velocity is a function of the square of the particle radius

(r), the square of the electric field strength (A(O)), the

periodic length of the travelling field (X), medium viscos-

ity (t}) and the imaginary part of the Clausius-Mossotti

factor f(£p*. £m*) defining the dielectric properties of the

particle and the suspending medium in terms of their

respective complex permittivities ep* and em*. This

equation provides, for the first time, a practical guide for

the design of travelling wave electrod systems for the

manipulation and separation of particles.

Th movement of particles by high frequency fields

5 using electrode arrays is also described in

WO92/07657.

Although the phenomenon in question is usually

termed "travelling wave ^electrophoresis", we have

now demonstrated that this is something of a misnomer

10 as the force which acts on the particles to produce

translational movement is not the dielectrophoresis

force but rather that which acts in electrorotation. This

force is related to the imaginary component of the polar-

isability of the particle within its surrounding medium.

is However, as is discussed in more detail below, particle

migration only occurs for travelling wave frequencies

which produce negative dielectrophoretic forces on the

particle. (Dielectrophoretic forces are related to the real

component of the polarisabilrty of the particle within its

20 surrounding medium). These forces are responsible for

lifting the particle away from the electrodes and the

channel between the electrodes. We accordingly prefer

to refer to the phenomenon called previously "travelling

wave ^electrophoresis" by the name Travelling wave

25 field migration" (TWFM). We have established that to

obtain TWFM, two separate criteria have to be met.

First, a frequency must be selected at which the dielec-

trophoresis force acting on the particles is negative, i.e.

such as to repel the particles from the electrodes. This,

30 we have found requires the real component of the dipole

moment induced in the particles to be negative.

Second, the frequency selected has to be such that

the imaginary component of the dipole moment induced

in the particles is non-zero (whether positive or nega-

35 tive) to produce a force displacing the particles along

the array of electrodes.

The present invention is based upon the observa-

tion that the TWFM characteristics of a particle (i.e. the

direction and speed at which it moves under TWFM and

40 the conditions including electrode layout and spacing,

voltage, frequency and suspending medium under

which TWFM is possible) can be altered by a selection

of methods which affect the dielectric characteristics of

the particle concerned.

45 The present invention provides in a first aspect a

method of separating a first population of particles from

a second population of particles by travelling wave field

migration characterised in that said method comprises

binding to each of said first population of particles a lig-

so and and binding to said ligand a label serving to alter

the field migration properties of said particle so bound to

the label through the ligand, said second population of

particles not being bound by said ligand and label, and

conducting a travelling wave field migration of said par-

55 tides to produce translatory movement thereof under

conditions such that the labelled first population of par-

ticles is separated from the second population.

In a second aspect, the invention provides a

2



3 EPO 680 380 B1 4

method of analysis comprising binding to each of a pop-

ulation of particles a ligand and binding to each said lig-

and a label serving to alter the field migration properties

of said particles so bound to the label through the lig-

and, and conducting a travelling wave field migration f 5

said particles t produce translator/ movement there f

under conditions such that th movement of the labelled

particles differs from that which would have been pro-

duced if the particles were unlabelled.

The particle may be of a size to be visible using a

light microscope (a microscope particle) or may be

smaller (a sub-microscope particle) and may be

detected using labels such as luminescent fluorescent

and electromagnetic radiation absorbent labels.

Examples of the former type of particle include

mammalian cells, plant cells, yeast ceils, plastics

microbeads, chromosomes undergoing meiosis and

mitosis and oocytes, e.g. of Cryptosporidium.

Examples of the second type would include bacte-

rial cells, viruses. DNA or RNA molecules, proteins,

other biomolecules, and chromosomes.

The complex between the particle and the ligand

may involve a linking moiety connecting the particle and

the ligand. The label connected to said ligand may also

be connected via a second linking moiety. The complex

may involve numerous ligands bound to the particle.

The choice of linking moiety will obviously depend

on the nature of the particle and the ligand. For instance

if one wishes to capture a nucleic acid species (the lig-

and) on a plastics micro-sphere (the particle), the link-

ing moiety will normally be chosen to be a nucleic acid

or nucleic acid analogue oligomer having a sequence

complementary to that of the ligand or a part thereof.

The linking moiety may be bound first to the particle

and may then be a species having an affinity for the lig-

and. Preferably, said affinity for the ligand is a selective

affinity such that the formation of the complex between

the particle and the ligand is selective and provides at

least a degree of identification of the ligand. Preferably,

said affinity is highly specific and accordingly the said

linking moiety bound to the particle which provides the

selective affinity for the ligand may be an antibody or an

antibody fragment having antibody activity, an antigen,

a nucleic acid probe or a nucleic acid analogue probe

having selective affinity for complementary nucleic acid

sequences, or avidin or an avidin-like molecule such as

strept-avidin.

Antibodies and antibody fragments having antibody

properties are particularly preferred. There are known

techniques suitable for coating antibodies on to the sur- so

face of particles such as plastics micro-beads which are

well known to those skilled in the art. Antibody coated

particles are capable of recognising and binding corre-

sponding antigens which may be presented on micro-

organism cells or some other ligand. 55

Methods are also known for binding oligo-nudetc

acid probes to such micro-beads. Suitable techniques

are by way of example described in PCT Application No.

GB92/01526. Where the linking moiety is a nucleic acid

probe or a nucleic acid analogue probe, the resulting

particle will of course be suitable for recognising and

binding complementary nucleic acid sequences.

The ligand may be chos n to increase the visibility

of the particle or otherwis improve its detectability as

well as to alter its TWFM characteristics. For instance

antibodies bearing fluorophores or chromaphores may

be bound to the particle so that the complex so formed

can be distinguished from the starting particle by TWFM
and detected by fluorescence or colour.

The label may be bound to said ligand either before,

simultaneously with, or after the formation of the com-

plex between the ligand and the particle. The label may

comprise a second linking moiety carried by said label.

Once again, it is preferred that the affinity for the ligand

possessed by the second linking moiety is selective,

preferably highly specific and the second linking moiety

may also be an antibody, an antibody fragment having

antibody activity, an antigen, a nucleic acid probe, a

nucleic acid analogue probe, avidin or an avidin-like

molecule. The use of a label of this nature may be

desired to aid ready detection of the complex and/or

where a complex between the particle and the ligand

does not in itself possess sufficiently distinctive TWFM
properties, thus the TWFM may be further altered by

the inclusion in the complex of the label. To this end, the

label may be a fluorophore or chromaphore, or a micro-

organism, a metal particle, a polymer bead or a mag-

netic particle. For use in connection with TWFM meas-

urements, the label preferably has dielectric properties

and is capable of acquiring a significant surface charge.

A particularly preferred material is colloidal gold which

is easily bound to antibodies (as said second species)

to form a label. Antibodies bound to colloidal gold are

commercially available and methods for binding anti-

bodies to colloidal gold are for instance described in

Geohegan W.D. et at (1978) Immunol. Comm 7 pi. Other

metal particles however may be employed, eg silver

particles and iron particles.

The use of a label of the kind described above may

be preferred even where a complex between the ligand

and a particle possesses sufficiently distinctive TWFM
properties to enable the formation of such a complex to

be observed. A higher level of specificity may in certain

cases be obtained by the use of a label in such a com-

plex. Thus for instance, one may wish to distinguish a

micro-organism expressing an antigen A from a micro-

organism expressing antigens A and B. This may be

accomplished by the use of micro-particles having as a

linking moiety an antibody to A and a label having as it's

moiety an antibody to B. The difference in the velocities

of the labelled complex (between the micro-particle, the

micro-organism and the label) and the unlabelled com-

plex (between the micro-particle and the micro-organ-

ism) can be observed, and used to distinguish micro-

organisms expressing antigen A only, from those

expressing A and B.
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Hie label may include a magnetic particle so that

the label can be attracted to a magnet so as to concen-

trate complexes containing said label for easier obser-

vation. In some cases it may be possible to attract

labelled complexes to a magnet and to wash away unla-

beled particles so as to liminate the background of

particles bearing linking moieties but no ligand/label

which would normally be present. Suitable magnetic

labels for this purpose will include iron micro-particles

bearing linking moieties such as antibodies. Such anti-

body coated iron particles are commercially available.

Labels for both cells and smaller particles can

include fluorescent markers eg FITC or rhodamine,

chromophores, luminescent markers or enzyme mole-

cules which can generate a detectable signal. Exam-

ples of the latter include luciferases and alkaline

phosphatase. These markers may be detected using

spectroscopic techniques well known to those skilled in

the art. The label could be bound to the ligand either

before, simultaneously with, or after the formation of the

complex between the ligand and the particle. In the

case of cell transfection, the cells may co-express a

marker with the gene product. For example, the gene for

firefly or bacterial luciferase may be co-transfected into

the cells enabling the transfected cells to be visualised

by a luminescent signal.

The ligand forming a complex with the particle may

exert a physical effect on the TWFM properties and also

by interaction with the particle bring about a change in

the intrinsic TWFM properties of the particle.

The invention includes methods as described

above carried out for analytical purposes and also such

methods carried out for preparative or other purposes.

The methods according to the invention may be

employed in a wide variety of analytical applications

including separation and analysis of samples containing

cells for example, bacterial, mammalian, yeast, and

insect cells or virus particles, and, biological macromol-

ecules. Current methods of separating cells, for exam-

ple flow cell cytometry, require expensive

instrumentation, skilled operators and significant labo-

ratory resources. The techniques also have limitations

when there are many different cell populations to be

separated and when the cells of interest represent less

than a few percent of the total. For separation and anal-

ysis of modified biological molecules, or complexes

between biological macromolecules, employed tech-

niques included electrophoresis and chromatographic

separation using gel-filtration or affinity chromatogra-

phy. Although these, in some cases, provide adequate

separation, for many applications they can be time con-

suming and have limited resolution. In addition, use of

these methods can affect the equilibrium between bio-

logical complexes. For example, gel-filtration results in a

significant dilution of the sample.

Methods described hereafter according to the

present invention allow some or all of these drawbacks

to be addressed.

When in an analytical method according to the

invention a complex between the particle and a ligand is

produced, the ligand need not itself be the species to

establish the presence, nature or quantity of which is

5 the ultimate purpose of the analysis. Thus, the ligand

may be a reagent in the analysis and the species of

interest in the analysis may be an ther component of

the complex, e.g. a moiety linking the ligand to the par-

ticles, or the particle itself.

10 The process of TWFM described previously has

been carried out using an array of linear, parallel elec-

trodes subjected to phased electric fields normally such

that every fourth electrode along the TWFM path is in

phase. This periodicity defines the effective wave length

75 of the travelling wave field produced. We have estab-

lished that this wave length is optimally about ten times

the average diameter of the particle to be moved under

TWFM, eg from 5 to 20 times or more preferably 8 to 12

times said average diameter. For particles which are not

20 roughly circular, it is the length in the direction trans-

verse to TWFM movement which is of significance.

The electrodes may be formed, depending on the

dimensions required, using any of the standard tech-

niques for patterning and manufacturing microscopic

25 structures. For example the electrodes can be produced

by:

screen printing;

30 deposition of electrode material (eg by electroplat-

ing or sputter deposition) followed by one of the fol-

lowing patterning techniques:

direct writing using an electron beam followed

35 by etching (eg wet chemical etching, dry

plasma etching or focused ion beam etching);

writing by exposure through a photolithograph-

ically generated mask followed by etching - the

40 mask may be generated for example by visible,

ultra violet, X-ray or electron beam lithography;

excimer laser ablation;

45 patterning followed by deposition of the electrode

material (as in the X-ray LIGA process).

The invention will be further described and illus-

trated by the following description of apparatus and

so methodology with reference to the accompanying draw-

ings in which:

Figure 1 shows an electrode layout and voltage

phase relationships for use in producing TWFM;
55

Figure 2 shows the possible patterns of movement

of particles over the electrode array shown in Figure

1;

4



7 EP0 680 380 B1 8

Figure 3 shows a modified electrode array in which

the electrode spacing varies along the array.

Figure 4 shows a further modified lectrode array in

which the electrode spacing varies across the s

array;

Figure 5 shows a further modified electrode array in

which the electrode spacing varies both across and

along the array; io

Figure 6 shows an electrode array in which the cen-

tral channel present in the arrays shown in earlier

figures is absent;

15

Figure 7 shows schematically the components of

apparatus for carrying out methods according to the

invention and gathering data therefrom;

Figure 8 shows schematically a complex consthut- 20

ing an altered particle used in an embodiment of

the invention;

Figure 9 shows schematically a ternary complex

constituting an altered particle used in an embodi- 25

ment of the invention;

Figure 10 shows a further ternary complex consti-

tuting an altered particle used in an embodiment of

the invention; 30

Figure 1 1 shows a further complex constituting an

altered particle used in an embodiment of the

invention;

35

Figure 12 shows a complex in which the particle is

a chromosome constituting an altered particle for

use in the invention;

Figure 13 shows an electrode array useful in deter- 40

mining frequencies and suspending media likely to

produce satisfactory TWFM characteristics for a

particle;

Figure 14 shows graphs illustrating the dielectric 45

properties of live cells in a medium of conductivity

of 5x10"4 5m" 1
;

Figure 15 shows graphs illustrating the dielectric

properties of live yeast cells; so

Figure 16 shows graphs illustrating the dielectric

properties of dead yeast cells in a similar medium.

Examples of electrode designs for achieving sepa- 55

ration effects are shown in figures 1 to 6.

In figure 1, the array of electrodes is constituted by

two parallel rows of electrodes, each electrode being

rectangular and elongate transverse to the direction of

extension of the rows. The two rows are separated by a

gap of constant width and the separation between each

pair of electrodes in each row is the same. The elec-

trodes are thin metal film electrodes an an insulating

substrate, suitably gold electrodes printed n a glass

slide. The separation between the rows is 30jim and the

pitch between groups of four electrodes in each row is

80iim. A useful rule is that generally the said pitch defin-

ing the wave length of the travelling wave should be

from 5 to 20 times the size of the particle, eg 8 to 12

times, most preferably 10 times.

As shown in Figure 2, the response of particles

exposed to a travelling wave field of the kind described

below can be varied. Particles can be collected on the

electrodes, they can be induced to spin and they can be

caused to travel along the gap between the rows or over

the electrode rows. This last type of movement is

TWFM. The type of motion produced depends upon the

nature of the particle, the suspending medium, the elec-

trode spacing and the field frequency.

In figure 3, the periodic length between electrodes

varies, so as to bring into effect the parameter X in the

above equation. For example, a travelling wave moving

from the top to bottom electrodes, will accelerate a par-

ticle moving upwards under TWFM. This may be used

for example to produce more uniform resolution along

the TWFM path, counteracting a natural tendency for

resolution to increase with distance travelled. In figure 4

the channel width also varies, and this brings into play

the variation of the field A(0) of the above equation. A
particle moving under TWFM will be accelerated as a

result of the field increasing as the channel width

decreases. Thus, two particles of different size but oth-

erwise similar physicochemical properties will be spa-

tially separated as they move along the channel.

Particles of different dielectric properties could be sus-

pended in suitable medium such that the factor lm[f(ep*.

cm*)] in the above equation has a different sign for each

particle. The particles would then physically separate by

moving in opposite directions under TWFM.
Figure 5 is an electrode design that combines the

influence of X and A(0). Particles can also be induced to

move over parallel electrodes under the influence of

travelling fields, and an example of an electrode geom-

etry where separation can be achieved using differential

particle acceleration is shown in figure 6.

The particles will move under TWFM unless they

are trapped by positive ^electrophoresis forces (as

described in the work of Huang et al). This provides an

extra facility for selectively trapping and separating par-

ticles according to their dielectric properties and size.

As shown in Figure 7, apparatus for use in accord-

ance with the invention comprises a light microscope

schematically indicated by a fens 100 which is equipped

with a CCD camera attachment 102 as well as a con-

ventional field illuminating light source 103 and slide

carrier stage (not shown).

5



9 EP0 680 380 B1 10

The CCD camera 1 02 is connected to a signal proc-

essor unit 104 and to a display screen 106. The appara-

tus further comprises a frequency generator 108 which

in use is connected to terminals provided on a micro-

scope slide 110 which bears a pattern of electrodes as 5

shown in more detail in Figure 1

.

The electrodes may be printed, eg in gold, or

coated and etched on the microscope slide 110

together with tracks leading to terminals for connection

to the frequency generator 1 08. The frequency genera- 10

tor provides the electrical field output. The frequency

generator is provided with variable outputs to enable the

operator to set the frequency of the sine wave outputs

and the peak to peak voltage of them.

In use, the image appearing on the display of the 75

apparatus shows a number of beads within the field of

the microscope migrating sufficiently slowly that the rate

of migration within a period such as 30 seconds can be

determined directly by an observer looking at each

bead in turn. Whilst apparatus described above is suffi- 20

cierrt to produce useful results as demonstrated by the

specific examples given below, it is generally preferable

that migration speed measurements be carried out on

more beads than a human observer could reasonably

deal with directly. For this purpose, it will be desirable to 25

use image processing techniques to detect and meas-

ure the migration of the beads in the apparatus. From

the CCD camera attachment, one may derive images of

a field of view containing a number of migration beads.

A series of such images, or frames, may be captured by 30

frames-grabber circuitry in a computer and the series of

the images may be analysed by image processing soft-

ware.

Thus, a thresholding process may be used for

example to convert the grey scale image produced by 35

the camera into a binary image. A separate thresholding

operation is performed to identify any areas of the

image which are considered too dark, these areas

being removed from the binary image of the beads. The

remaining shapes in the image may be separated from 40

the rest of the image and subjected to a test of one of

more characteristic properties, such as area, to select

those which are likely to represent beads. The centre of

mass may then be determined for each qualifying

shape. The positions of the centres may be compared 45

between the successive frames in order that each bead

in one frame may be located in the next. Once a bead

has been located in two frames, the difference in the

position of the bead will give directly the migration dis-

tance from which its migration rate may be calculated so

and averaged over several pairs of frames. By such

automated techniques the migration speeds of all of the

beads within the field of view at any moment may be

measured and a statistical picture of the migration char-

acteristics of the beads may be developed, optionally ss

using a number of field migration frequencies.

Other image processing techniques may also be

used to identify the position of particles and to deter-

mine their movement, for example correlation, edge

detection, or morphological techniques or images sub-

tration. Neural networks may also be used to identify

particles.

It is not always necessary to use an imaging detec-

tor of the type described above to determine particle

velocities. Alternative detection configurations include:

light scatter detectors, as in a flow cytometer;

standard fluorescence detection arrangements;

luminescence detection using CCDs or other detec-

tors;

single or multi-element optical spectroscopic meas-

urements;

refractive index modulation detection (eg by phase

contrast techniques);

detection by acoustic impedance measurement

(which is related to particle mass) using surface or

bulk acoustic sensors;

electrical impedance, capacitance, or inductance.

The apparatus may be further modified by the inclu-

sion of a magnet, suitably an electro-magnet, positioned

to draw any magnetic beads in the sample into the field

of view of the microscope. The magnet would then be

removed or turned off whilst the migration characteris-

tics of the beads were measured. Alternatively, the par-

ticles may be manipulated into position by

^electrophoresis or electrophoresis.

As shown in Figure 8 a micro-particle may comprise

a plastics bead 12 having bound to it as a linking moiety

one or more antibody molecules 14. It should be noted

that the drawing is not to scale and that normally in real-

ity the plastics beads will be coated with a multitude of

antibody molecules. The micro-particles may be

exposed to micro-organism cells 16 bearing surface

antigens reactive with the bound antibody to form a

complex 10 between the micro-particle and the cell. The

micro-organism cells may for instance be E. coli or

conforms present in water or pathogenic micro-organ-

isms present in foodstuffs such as listeria or salmonella,

ft has been found that the rate of migration of such

micro-particle/micro-organism cell complexes under

suitably chosen conditions is distinguishable from the

migration rates obtained using the micro-particles alone

and furthermore that the migration rates obtained for

complexes between micro-particles and viable micro-

organism cells can be distinguished from those

obtained between micro-particles and similar non-viable

cells.

As shown in Figure 9, a ternary complex 10 may be

produced between a micro-particle 12 of the kind shown

15
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in Figure 8 as described abov , an antigen 18 and a

label 20 comprising a labelling moiety 22 and a second

antibody 24 which may be the same as or different from

the antibody 14. A ternary complex of this type may b

employed where the antigen 1 8 is too small or lacking in

dielectric properties sufficiently to affect the TWFM
properties of the micro-particl 10 or where it is desired

to obtain a higher level of specificity through the use of

two different antibodies in a single analysis. The antigen

may for instance be a toxin present as a contaminant in

a foodstuff.

Figures 10 and 11 illustrate methods of detecting

nucleic acids and in particular nucleic acid sequences

produced as products of amplification procedures such

as PCR, LCR and 3SR techniques. Known methods of

detecting nucleic acid amplification procedure products

rely upon them undergoing some form of purification

and/or separation procedure before they are analysed.

One commonly used method involves the analysis of

the products by agarose gel electrophoresis. This sepa-

rates the amplified DNA fragments and any remaining

oligonucleotide primers on the basis of size. Separating

products on the basis of size alone does not enable one

to distinguish between PCR products of the required

base sequence and an amplified contaminant of

approximately the same length. In order to further iden-

tify PCR products, the gel electrophoresis may be taken

one step further by subjecting its product to the South-

ern blotting technique in which the separated fragments

are transferred from the gel to a membrane in direct cor-

respondence to their relative positions on the gel. They

are then probed with a labelled single stranded DNA
probe with a base sequence complementary to the

sequence of interest. The label used for the probe is

usually biotin or a radio-isotope such as 32
P. Southern

blotting is relatively laborious and requires a moderate

level of laboratory skill as well as laboratory equipment

and facilities. It is not suited for use in rapid screening of

a large number of samples or the screening of samples

outside the laboratory. The method of dot blotting in

which the agarose gel separation step of Southern blot-

ting is omitted is somewhat quicker but basically suffers

from the same disadvantages as Southern blotting.

As illustrated in Figure 1 1 , in a method according to

the present invention a microparticle may include an oli-

gonucleotide or synthetic oligonucleotide analogue as a

capture probe 26 (linking moiety) bound to the surface

of a polymer bead and having a sequence complemen-

tary to that of an expected amplification procedure prod-

uct 28. A label 30 comprising an TWFM labelling moiety

32 as described above bound to a second oligonucle-

otide or oligonucleotide analogue sequence 34 comple-

mentary to a second region of the ligand nucleic add

sequence is employed. The micro-particles and the

label may be added to the product of the amplification

reaction before or after any working up of the reaction

mixture to separate the amplification products. The

TWFM properties of the micro-particle/amplification

product/label ternary complex may then be observed

and distinguished from those of the micro-particles

alone. A variant on this procedure is illustrated in Figure

8 in which one of th primers used in the amplification

5 procedure is labelled with a suitable TWFM labelling

moiety 32 which thereby becomes covalently incorpo-

rated into the nucleic acid product of the amplification

procedure. A binary complex is then produced between

a micro-particle bearing a capture probe 26 and the

w amplification product and the TWFM properties of the

complex are observed.

In a variant of Figure 1 1 shown in Figure 1 2, the lig-

and nucleic acid may be a chromosome (complex

nucleic acid) and the micro-particle may have discrete

75 dielectric properties eg is metallic (gold) etc. This is par-

ticularly useful for the separation of human (and other

species) chromosomes where different chromosomes

may have similar sizes, and dielectric properties. Tech-

nologies such as flow cytometry are currently used to

20 sort chromosomes on a size basis, and are thus incapa-

ble of discriminating chromosomes of similar sizes. In

the case of humans, chromosomes 9-12 inclusive can

not readily be separated by flow cytometry due to their

similar size. According to our approach if these chromo-

25 somes are pre-Iabelled with a 'dielectric' marker they

can be separated on the basis of their dielectric proper-

ties.

In practice this is achieved by partially denaturing

the chromosomal DNA (by for example heat, chemical

30 treatment, or electrical treatment), and subsequently

hybridising a complementary (to a defined nucleic acid

sequence) nucleic add probe. The nucleic acid probe

may preferably consist of at least 15 nucleotides, and

may itself be pre-Iabelled with an entity which has an

35 affinity for a binding agent. For example, but not exclu-

sively, the label may be 'biotin' which can be incorpo-

rated into a nucleotide, or added to the terminal region

of the probe sequence. The binding agent may be for

example, an antibody which has specificity for the label,

40 or alternatively a protein/enzyme etc which has an affin-

ity for the label of choice. The binding agent may in turn

be bound to a micro-particle which could as both a die-

lectric amplifier (by amplifying additional dielectric prop-

erties) and/or an aid to detection of the chromosomes of

45 choice. Thus a complex could be envisaged as

described in Figure 9. Following the 'dielectric labelling'

of the ligand chromosome it can then be separated from

the other chromosomes on the basis of different dielec-

tric properties. Practically this may be achieved by using

so different migration frequencies, or selective electrode

arrays - see Figures 1 to 3.

Thus it is possible to see that the selective separa-

tion and identification of chromosomes could be

achieved using the method described above. This has

55 practical application in clinical diagnostics where, identi-

fication and characterisation of chromosome altera-

tions, eg re-arrangements/dilutions, insertion of foreign

DNA eg viral DNA is important.

7
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Alternatively, the chromosome may be the particle

and it may be treated by hybridisation thereto of a
nucleic acid probe bearing a label (the ligand) which

alters the TWFM characteristics of the chromosome

and optimally which also aids its detection, eg a fluores-

cent marker.

In order to observe TWFM for an altered particle

which is distinct from the behaviour of the unaltered par-

ticle under identical conditions, one needs to select the

conditions with care. It has been established that in

order for TWFM to occur, the particles need to be

repelled from the electrodes so as to be levitated above

the electrodes and not drawn down onto the electrodes.

Simultaneously, the particles need to be propelled along

the electrode array by the electric field travelling wave.

The dielectrophoresis force responsible for the repul-

sion or attraction of the particles to the electrodes is

determined by the real component of the induced dipole

moment in the particle. The propulsion of the particle

along the electrode array is determined by the magni-

tude of the imaginary component of the induced dipole

moment and the direction of movement by its sign. Both

of these real and imaginary components vary with field

frequency and depend also on the nature of the particle

and the suspending medium. To produce a visible differ-

ence in behaviour between the altered and unaltered

particles one needs to find field conditions and sus-

pending medium characteristics in which the relation-

ship between the real and imaginary components of the

dipole moment are adequately different for the two

forms of the particle. This can be done as follows.

Particles for which characteristics are to be deter-

mined are suspended in a chosen medium and are

pipetted into a chamber having at its base an array of

electrodes as shown in Figure 13. A rotating electric

field is applied to the electrode array and the frequency

of the rotating field is scanned stepwise over a desired

range, eg. from 10 to 1010 Hz. At each frequency the

angular velocity and sense of the electrorotation pro-

duced in the particles is noted as a measure of the

imaginary component of the induced dipole moment.

This is plotted as the line TRANS in Figure 14. The line

DEP representing the dielectrophoretic force experi-

enced by the particles can either be computed from the

line TRANS taking into account the complex polarisabl-

ity of the particles or experimentally determined in the

same apparatus. For the latter, the electrodes are sub-

jected to a field such that adjacent electrodes have a

sinusoidal voltage phased 180° appart The speed at

which the particles move away from the central area

between the electrodes (positive DEP effect) or move
towards the central area (negative DEP effect) is plotted

against frequency.

A typical result for a live cell such as an erythrocyte

or yeast cell is seen in Figure 14. The shape of curve is

typical of live cells, the frequencies will vary with cell

type. TWFM will be seen in the two areas frf2 and f3-f4

where the dielectrophoresis (DEP) is negative so that

the particles are repelled up from the electrodes, and

th interaction with the travelling wave produces a net

force along the electrode array (non-zero TRANS). The

direction in which the particles move depends on

s whether TRANS is positive or negative.

Actual curves for liv and killed yeast cells are

shown in Figures 15 and 16. It can be seen that the

TWFM region between f ^ and f2 is present only for live

cells. Accordingly, the killed (i.e. altered) cells will

w remain stationary whilst the original cells will migrate

under these frequency conditions.

The conductivity of the suspending medium will

affect the shape of the curves plotted as in figures 1 4 to

16. The conductivity may be adjusted empirically to

is obtain suitably shaped curves.

Trie frequency range illustrated will often be found

most convenient but there may be other TWFM areas

beyond this range in one or both directions that may be

employed.

20 The following description of selecting TWFM condi-

tions in the context of the selective manipulation and

separation of untreated and heat-treated yeast cells is

illustrative of these considerations.

Baker's yeast cells {Saccharomyces cerevisiae,

25 strain RXII, obtained from the Department of Biophys-

ics, Free University, Berlin) were grown at 30°C in an

aqueous medium consisting of sucrose (50 g/I), yeast

extract (5 g/I) and peptone (5 g/I). Growth curves for the

yeast culture were obtained by measuring the change in

30 optical absorbance of the yeast suspension during its

batch culture using a double beam spectrophotometer.

When the cells had reached the stationary phase of

growth, they were harvested and washed four times in

280 mM mannitol. The cells were rendered non-viable

35 by heating to 90°C in a waterbath for 20 minutes, after
/

which they were washed as before in 280 mM mannitol.

Cell viability was determined using a methylene

blue stain. Trie stain was prepared from three stock

solutions comprising: [1] Methylene blue (0.250 g/I) in

40 20 ml of distilled water, [2] KH2P04 (2.722 g) in 100 ml

distilled water, [3] Na2HP04 (0.248g) in 10ml of distilled

water. A working solution was prepared by mixing 2ml of

[1], 99.7ml of [2] and 0.25ml of [3]. No less than 0.02ml

yeast of suspension was mixed with 0.8ml suspension

45 medium plus 0.08ml of methylene blue. Non-viable cells

took up the blue dye into the cytoplasm and could be dif-

ferentiated from the live cells, which excluded the dye

from their interiors. Suspensions with different relative

amounts of viable and non-viable cells were made by

so mixing, were made in 280 mM mannitol having electrical

conductivities (adjusted by adding NaC1) of 1, 10 and

50 mS/m as determined at 50 kHz using platinum black

electrodes and a HP 4192A impedance analyser.

50 microliter samples of such suspensions were

55 pipetted on to a microelectrode array of the same form

of figure 1, fabricated using standard photolithography

and of geometry and electrical connections as

described by Huang, Wang, Tame and Pethig in their

8
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paper "Electrokinetic behaviour of colloidal particles in

travelling electric fields: studi s using yeast cells"

JPhys. D:Appl.Phys.2£ (1993) 1528-1535, so as to

subject the cells to the forces exerted by travelling elec-

tric fields. The electrode widths were of nominal dimen- 5

sion 14 microns, the gap betwe n adjacent electrodes

was of the order 6 microns, and the distance across the

channel between opposing electrode tips was 30

microns. The voltage phase relationships were as

shown in figure 1 , so that the effective periodic length X w
of the travelling field was 80 microns. These dimensions

were chosen to provide the most selective TWFM
effects for particles such as yeast cells which have an

average diameter of the order 6 to 8 microns. The trav-

elling electric fields were established by sequentially 75

addressing the electrodes with sinusoidal voltages of

phase separation as shown in figure 1, and the ampli-

tude of the applied voltages was 5 V (peak-peak). A
cover slip was placed over the suspension and the

resulting motions of the cells were viewed through a 20

microscope.

On examining the TWFM of the viable yeast cells at

a suspending medium conductivity of 1 mS/m the viable

cells did not exhibit TWFM at all the frequencies investi-

gated between 1 kHz and 10 MHz, and remained 25

trapped at the electrode edges and tips. For a medium

conductivity of 10 mS/m the viable cells exhibited

TWFM in the frequency range between 8 kHz and 60

kHz and in so doing moved along the channel between

the electrode tips in a direction opposing that of the 30

imposed travelling field. For a medium conductivity of 50

mS/m, the viable cells exhibited TWFM between 3 kHz

and 300 kHz, again moving along the channel in the

opposite sense to that of the imposed travelling field.

The behaviour of the non-viable cells, identified by their 35

blue staining, was however significantly different. For a

suspending medium conductivity of 1 mS/m, the non-

viable cells remained trapped at the electrodes at all fre-

quencies from 1 kHz to 2 MHz, but between 3 MHz and

10 MHz they exhibited TWFM and moved along the <o

channel in the same direction as the travelling field.

Thus, for a medium conductivity of 1 mS/m, the non-via-

ble cells could be selectively removed from the viable

cells in the cell mixture, by applying a travelling field of

frequency 3 MHz. For a medium conductivity of 10 45

mS/m, the non-viable cells exhibited TWFM only for fre-

quencies above 3 MHz, and in so doing travelled along

the channel in a direction opposing that of the travelling

field. Thus, at 10 mS/m conductivity of the suspending

medium, by applying a signal frequency of 30 kHz, the so

viable cells were selectively moved down the channel in

a direction opposing the travelling field, whilst lor a fre-

quency of 5 MHz the non-viable cells were selectively

move along the channel in the same direction as the

travelling field. By applying a 30 kHz travelling field to ss

the electrodes at the same time and in the same direc-

tion as a 5MHz travelling field, evidence was obtained

for the possibility of moving both the viable and non-via-

ble cells down the channel and over the electrodes at

the same time and in opposite directions so as to facili-

tate their complete separation from each other. At a

medium conductivity of 50 mS/m, the non-viable yeast

cells exhibited a relatively weakTWFM in the frequency

range between 70 kHz and 700 kHz, and they travelled

along the channel in the opposite direction to that of the

travelling field. Thus at a medium conductivity of 50

mS/m, by applying a travelling field frequency of 50 kHz,

the non-viable cells remained trapped at the electrode,

whilst the viable ones travelled down the channel in a

direction opposing that of the travelling field. By super-

imposing another travelling field at 500 kHz and in the

opposite direction to that of the 50 kHz travelling field,

an indication of the non-viable cells moving in the oppo-

site direction to that of the viable cells was observed, but

this separation effect was not as large as that observed

for a medium conductivity of 10 mS" 1m for superim-

posed fields of 30 kHz and 5 MHz.

These results demonstrate the capability of selec-

tively identifying and separating "treated" particles from

"non-treated" particles, and provide guidance in the

principles involved in choosing the most effective con-

ductivity of the suspending medium (liquid or gel) and of

the frequency or frequencies, and direction, of the

applied travelling field or fields.

Examples of analyses and separations possible

using the techniques of the invention are as follows.

A double stranded DNA molecule having attached

to it a protein such as a transcription factor (altered par-

ticle) may be separated from DNA lacking the protein by

selecting conditions under which only the altered parti-

cle migrates and the protein may then be cleaved off

isolated, sequenced and studied.

In a variant of the above the protein-DNA complex

may be separated from similar protein-DNA complexes

to which an additional protein has bound (altered parti-

cle).

A cell having on its surface a receptor for a ligand

such as an antibody, growth factor, neurotransmitter or

other biochemical messenger may be separated from

similar cells to which the appropriate ligand has bound.

Cells which have been successfully transfected

such that they express a new gene product, possibly

located in the cell membrane, may be differentiated

from the original form of cell.

Cells to which a phage has bound may be differen-

tiated from non-infected cells.

Cells may have an oligonucleotide probe bound to a

label such as a gold particle introduced into them to

bind to complementary genomic DNA during cell divi-

sion to separate dividing from non-dividing cells.

Methods of detection used are not limited to micro-

scopy. For instance, where the altered particle includes

a dye or fluorescent marker, the presence of altered

particles may be monitored by an appropriate spectro-

photometer.

The electrodes need not be arranged as a linear

9
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"ladder". Instead the "ladder" of lectrodes may be

curved or otherwise non-linear. It may form a spiral or

serpentine path or may be a closed path around which

the particles travel.

5

Claims

1. A method of separating a first population of parti-

cles (12) from a second population of particles (12)

by travelling wave field migration characterised in 10

that said method comprises binding to each of said

first population of particles a ligand (14) and binding

to said ligand a label (16) serving to alter the field

migration properties of said particle so bound to the

label through the ligand, said second population of 75

particles not being bound by said ligand and label,

and conducting a travelling wave field migration of

said particles to produce translatory movement

thereof under conditions such that the labelled first

population of particles (12) is separated from the 20

second population.

2. A method of analysis comprising binding to each of

a population of particles (12) a ligand (14) and bind-

ing to each said ligand a label (16) serving to alter 25

the field migration properties of said particles (12)

so bound to the label (16) through the ligand (14),

and conducting a travelling wave field migration of

said particles to produce translatory movement

thereof under conditions such that the movement of 30

the labelled particles (12) differs from that which

would have been produced if the particles were

unlabeled.

3. A method as claimed in Claim 1 or Claim 2, wherein 35

the particles are observable by use of a light-micro-

scope.

4. A method as claimed in Claim 1 or Claim 2, wherein

the particles are too small to be observed by the 40

use of a light-microscope.

5. A method as claimed in any preceding claim,

wherein the effective wavelength of the travelling

field is from 8 to 1 2 times the size of the altered par- 45

tide as measured transverse to the direction of

movement under TWFM.

Patentanspruche

so

1 . Verfahren zum Trennen einer ersten Population von

Partikeln (12) von einer zweiten Population von Par-

tikeln (12) durch Wanderwellen-Feld-Migration,

dadurch gekennzeichnet, daft dieses Verfahren

aufweist: Binden eines Uganden (14) an jedes Par- ss

tikel der ersten Population von Partikeln und Binden

einer Markierung (16) an den Liganden, welche

dazu dient, die Feld-Migrations-Eigenschaften des

380 B1 18

dergestalt mit der Markierung durch den Liganden

verbundenen Partikels zu andern, wobei die zweite

Population von Partikeln nicht durch den Liganden

und die Markierung gebunden ist, und Ausfuhren

einer Wanderwellen-Feld-Migration der Partikel, urn

eine Translationsbewegung derselben unter sol-

chen Bedingungen herzustellen, da3 die markierte

erste Population von Partikeln (12) von der zweiten

Population getrennt wird.

2. Analyseverfahren, welches aufweist: Binden eines

Liganden (14) an jedes Partikel einer Population

von Partikeln (12) und Binden einer Markierung

(16) an jeden Liganden, welche dazu dient, die

Feld-Migrations-Eigenschaften der dergestalt mit

der Markierung (16) durch den Liganden (14) ver-

bundenen Partikel (12) zu andern, und Ausfuhren

einer Wanderwellen-Feld-Migration der Partikel

zum Erzeugen einer Translationsbewegung dersel-

ben unter solchen Bedingungen, daB sich die

Bewegung der markierten Partikel (12) von derjeni-

gen unterscheidet, welche erzeugt worden ware,

wenn die Partikel nicht markiert wdren.

3. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1 oder 2, wobei die Parti-

kel durch Verwendung eines Uchtmikroskops beob-

achtbar sind.

4. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1 oder 2, wobei die Parti-

kel zu kJein sind, urn durch Verwendung eines Licht-

mikroskops beobachtet werden zu kOnnen.

5. Verfahren nach einem der vorhergehenden Anspru-

che, wobei die effektive Welleniange des Wander-

feldes 8 bis 12 mal so groB ist wie die GrOBe des

veranderten Partikels, gemessen quer zur Bewe-

gungsrichtung unter Wanderwellen-Feld-Migration.

Revendications

1. Proc6d6 de separation d'une premiere population

de particules (12) d'une seconde population de par-

ticules (12) par migration dans un champ d'onde

mobile, caract6ris6 en ce que ledrt proc6d6 con-

siste k lier k chacune de ladite premiere population

de particules un ligand (14) et k Iter audit ligand un

marqueur (16) servant k modifier tes propriety de

migration dans un champ de ladite particule ainsi

Ii6e au marqueur par I'intermgdiaire du ligand,

ladite seconde population de particules n'6tant pas

Ii6e auxdits ligand et marqueur, et k effectuer une

migration dans un champ d'onde mobile desdites

particules pour provoquer un mouvement de trans-

lation de celles-ci dans des conditions telles que la

premiere population marqu6e de particules (12) est

separ6e de la seconde population.

2. Proc6d6 d'analyse consistant k lier k chacune

10
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d'une population de particules (12) un ligand (14) et

a lier a chacun desdrts ligands un marqueur (16)

servant a modifier les propri6t6s de migration dans

un champ desdites particules (12) ainsi Ii6es au

marqueur (16) par rinterm6diaire du ligand (14), et s

a effectuer une migration dans un champ d'onde

mobile desdites particules pour provoquer un mou-

vement de translation de celles-ci dans des condi-

tions telles que le mouvement des particules

marquees (12) diftere de celui qui serait produit si w
les particules n'6taient pas marquees.

Proc6de selon la revendication 1 ou la revendica-

tion 2, dans lequel les particules peuvent 6tre

observ6es en utilisant un microscope optique. 75

Proc6d6 selon la revendication 1 ou la revendica-

tion 2, dans lequel les particules sont trop petites

pour fitre observ6es en utilisant un microscope

optique. 20

Proc6d6 selon Tune quetconque des revendications

pr6c6dentes, dans lequel la longueur d'onde effi-

cace du champ mobile est de 8 a 1 2 fois la taille de

la particule modifi6e telle que mesur6e transversa- 25

lement a la direction du mouvement sous migration

de champ d'onde mobile.
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Figure 1 2 (not to scale)
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